


















SYNOPSIS 
INDEPENDENT STATE AND CONFEDERATE MAIL OF WEST VIRGINIA 

1861 - 1865 
 
There has been a conscious effort in this exhibit to include as many towns and counties as possible, in addition to 
various rates, postal markings and routes.   
 
The study of West Virginia postal history during the civil war tends to be very complex and challenging.  The lack of 
“year dated” covers in this time period makes it hard sometimes to determine the actual year of usage.  Many of 
the covers are dated based on Confederate soldiers being in that particular area during the time period.  
Questionable covers and “bogus” items have been excluded from this exhibit.  A number of bogus and incorrectly 
described items have shown up in many auction catalogs and publications during the years and are of concern 
when attempting to collect and exhibit West Virginia postal history during this time period.  Cover condition is of 
concern also, as many of the scarcer covers of this time period have varying degrees of flaws, tears, toning spots, 
reductions and damaged stamps. 
 
Confederate usages from West Virginia are scarce, as about 350 different examples were cataloged by the Virginia 
Postal History Society in their quarterly publication of “Way Markings” from the August 2000 edition through 
February 2002.  Approximately 50 additional covers have shown up in the past 14 years since publication.  This 
exhibit shows 97 Confederate examples from 32 of the 36 “verified” reported towns.  12 of the Confederate town 
usages are the only recorded usages from those towns.  12 of the 29 recorded Confederate West Virginia patriotic 
covers are found in this exhibit.  All of the usages in this exhibit originate from towns within West Virginia, except 
for the two “flag of truce” covers and the cover to Edray.  A number of the items in this exhibit originated from the 
collections of Harvey Sheppard, Jim & Renate Thayer, Scott Gallagher, Jim Thompson, Gordon Bleuler & others.  
 
The periods of “independent state” and “U.S. stamps used in the CSA” cover a time period of 45 days (April 17 
through May 31, 1861).  37 usages from 16 towns statewide have been recorded in the VPHS census.  19 usages 
from 13 of the towns recorded are shown in this exhibit, including 7 unique ones. 
 
Highlights – 16 exceptional (red framed) items: 
 Frame 1, pg. 5:  First day U.S. in the Confederacy (Fayetteville) 
 Frame 1, pg. 6: U.S. in the Confederacy (Harpers Ferry Confederate patriotic) 
 Frame 1, pg. 9:  Last day U.S. in the Confederacy (Harpers Ferry) 
 Frame 2, pg   2: Confederate patriotic (Sweet Springs)  
 Frame 2, pg. 6:  Confederate patriotic (Kabletown) 
 Frame 2, pg 12:  Middleway/Shepherdstown unique turned usage – both usages from West Virginia  
 Frame 2, pg 14: Unique Princeton usage; this cover was the basis for a recent publication in the CSA 
 Journal disproving the “fake” Princeton cancel theory on 2 cent and 20 cent stamps which has circulated 
 for over 90 years.   
 Frame 2, pg 16:  Latest recorded Confederate usage from eastern panhandle (Charlestown) 
 Frame 3, pg 6:  Confederate “Way” usage (White Sulphur Springs) 
 Frame 3, pg 6:  Confederate “old style” hand stamp/unique usage (Charlestown) 
 Frame 3, pg 7:  Confederate mixed stamp/unique usage (Union) 
 Frame 3, pg 10:  Confederate frame line usage (White Sulphur Springs) 
 Frame 3, pg 10:  Confederate frame line usage (Lewisburg) 
 Frame 3, pg 10:  Confederate frame line usage (Red Sulphur Springs) 
 Frame 3, pg 13:  Confederate unique forwarded usage (Lewisburg to Staunton and back to Lewisburg) 

Frame 3, pg.15:  Confederate latest recorded stamped usage from West Va. (White Sulphur Springs) 
Frame 3, pg. 16: Flag of Truce cover from Camp Chase to White Sulphur Springs 

28 additional unique or scarce (blue framed) items are scattered throughout the exhibit. 
 
References:  The Confederate Philatelist, Volume 57, Number 3 
 Way Markings, Virginia Postal History Society, August 2000 through February 2002 
 New Dietz Confederate States Handbook and Catalog, 1986 
 Prisoners’ Mail from the American Civil War, Galen D. Harrison, 1997 
 Collector’s Guide to Confederate Philately, John L. Kimbrough and Conrad L. Bush, 2011 
 Confederate States of America Catalog and Handbook of Stamps and Postal History, Kaufmann, Crown, 
 and Palazolo, 2012 
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